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4-H SLO HIKERS BEAT 
Santa Margarita Lake ushers SLO HIkers into the New Year 

Santa Margarita Lake was the first hike for 2014 and it was a great way to start 
the new hiking year! Where can one hike in the middle of January with highs of 
78 degrees? Only San Luis Obispo County can provide summer hiking weather in the middle of 
January. Another winter activity is hiking along the miles of coastline here in the Central Coast. 
When you think of winter, what animal comes to mind? Is it a whale? Hopefully so because the 
Central Coast provides the opportunity to watch these immense creatures as they migrate from the 
Bering Sea to Baja, Mexico! Dive into this winter issue and  you will come up knowing more facts 
regarding whale migration along the Central Coast. Be inspired to hike any peak in SLO County by 
reading our hiking review of Valencia Peak, and check out the pack a snack article before your next 
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Hiking Tips 
Judging Distance While Hiking 
50 yds.  Mouth and eyes on a person can be seen clearly 
100 yds. Eyes look like dots 
200 yds. Basic clothing details can be seen 
500 yds. Clothing colors can be seen 
1 mile.   The trunk of a large tree can be seen

Did you know? 
Lightening is thought to be due the 
negative and positive charges in the tops 
and bottoms of clouds. Lightening flashes 
can be as hot as 50,000 °F. That is five 
times hotter than the sun!  

Santa Margarita 
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Photo taken by 
Garrett Nelson
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hiking adventure. 4-H SLO Hikers wishes you great health and happiness for this upcoming year 
and may you hike new trails and climb new mountains in 2014! Enjoy the great outdoors, SLO 
Hikers! 


Central Coast Whale Migration  
Delainey Womack, 4-H SLO Hikers Volunteer  !
The winter months are a busy time with much to 
see here on the Central Coast! From  grey to 
humpback whales, our coastline is filled with 
migrating sea life. Grey whales take part in one of 
the biggest migrations of any mammal. (Roundtrip 
they travel nearly 14, 000 miles!) SLO County 
outdoor enthusiasts are fortunate enough to have 
these enormous whales in their own backyard 
during the months of December, January and April. 
During this time of year they are making the 
journey between their feeding grounds in the 
Bering Sea to Baja, Mexico where they breed. 
More than 23,000 grey whales travel along the 
pristine coastline during these months. This 
creates a perfect opportunity to get outside and 
observe the immense mammals as they make their 
trek to their warm southern destination.  Our large 
coastline offers various places to watch the whales 
make their journey. For example, Morro Bay’s Strand Trail offers excellent views as well as Harmony 
Headlands State Park. The Morro Bay Strand trail travels along the sandy dunes of Morro Strand 
State park and beside the ocean, making the perfect walk to watch these beautiful whales!                                                                                    
Sources: Kids Do Ecology Program National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis (http://kids.nceas.ucsb.edu/mmp/gray07.html). 

http://www.subseatours.com/whale-watching-morro-bay/


Hiking Review: Valencia Peak 
Rosemary Baxter, 4-H SLO Hiker !
The 4-H newsletter said, "hike Valencia Peak" for November 2013, it 
had been decades since I hiked that peak. I remember the heat of the 
summer sun and the sound of rattlesnakes and was not sure if I would 
do that particular hike again. I have been hiking with 4-H group since 
January 2013. It started with trying to improve my health and strength 
after losing my health and 21 pounds in 2012. But it was also to enjoy 
nature again after my husbands death in 2012. The choices of 
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locations, length of hikes and the group of individuals on each were so good, that I decided to try it. 
The morning was foggy and visibility poor when we started but part way up the peak the fog cleared 
and the view was great along the north and south of Montana de Oro beaches and bluffs. The group 
was multi-generational, 4-H members, their siblings and parents and a few members of the general 
community like myself who enjoy learning while hiking together. To our delight there was a "run" and 
we had to step aside to make way for the "runners" going up to the peak. Interesting people and 
stories to share as our group hiked to the top where we took in the view of all directions, enjoyed a 
snack, a bit of rest and full satisfaction that we had accomplished our goal. Ready for 2014 hikes 
with 4-H. Thank you to all who make the hikes a rich experience for our community.


{Recipe} No-Bake                                      
Energy Bites  
No-Bake Energy Bites

1 cup oatmeal

1/2 cup peanut butter (or other nut butter)

1/3 cup honey

1 cup coconut flakes

1/2 cup ground flaxseed

1/2 cup mini chocolate chips

1 tsp vanilla

Mix everything above in a medium bowl until                                                                                  
thoroughly incorporated. Let chill in the refrigerator                                                                                     
for half an hour. Once chilled, roll into balls and enjoy!                                                                              
Store in an airtight container and keep refrigerated                                                                                      
for up to 1 week                                                     


Smashed Peas and Carrots: .http://smashedpeasandcarrots.blogspot.com/2011/08/no-bake-energy-bites-recipe.html August 23, 2011


!!!!!!!!!!!!
It is the policy of the University of California (UC) and the UC Division of Agriculture & Natural Resources not to engage in discrimination against or 
harassment of any person in any of its programs or activities (Complete nondiscrimination policy statement can be found at  http://ucanr.edu/sites/
anrstaff/files/169224.pdf )
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Upcoming Hike: 
Bishop Peak, San Luis Obispo  
Date: March 22, 2014 
Time: 10:00am 
Location: Highland Dr. trailhead entrance 

Image from http://smashedpeasandcarrots.com/
no-bake-energy-bites-recipe/


